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TO BE WARM

HONEST QUALITY,
HONEST MEASURE
and HONEST PRICES,

THE PROGRESSIVES ARE LINING
HOPE
WILSON

INSURE

BACKING

UP

AND

kii(iwli'ilM--

DANCE

FOR THE

FRANCISCO LOPEZ OF GLORIETA FELL
Dev.

The iisht
within the democratic party for
of the senate under the next ad- ministration has taken definite form
of concerted action by a small body
of democrats toward laying; the basis
for what, they term "progressive control" in the next congress.
A series of conferences
have resulted in a general understanding for
i.'i recrwiniz.uion movement desired
.to insure the control of legislation
and policies after March 4 by serta-- j
tors in full sympathy with the views
Wilson.
;of President-elec- t
Xo detailed program has been outlined, but
the campaign is understood to involve
the entire subject of senate control.
I nose
who have
in
participated
the conference thus far are Senators
Lea, of Tennessee; Smith of Georgia;
Smith, of South Carolina: .Myers, of
Montana; Xewlands, of Nevada;
of Arizona; Gore and Owen, of
Oklahoma;
of
Stone,
.Missouri;
20.

OVER WITH

con-'tr-

GROCERY CO.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
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The tragedy of death brought the
"Mataehinos dance.'' for which brilliant costumes and elaborate preparations had oen made, to a close short-- !
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by Zook s Pharmacy in Santa Fe.
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dience had assembled .
With oilier dancers in gay cosLopez, a mountumes, Francisco
taineer of some ."i.'i years of age, had
gone through his part when suddenly
Mr l.opez was seen to lie down. His
action was noticed with much inter
est by the spectators as he was play-'aning the part of the "aguello" or grand- BOTTLE TOURS THE WORLD,
father, and it was thought he was
"
simplv interpreting his part. When'
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 20. After
he did not rise, alarm was felt and a
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
O'Corman, of New York; Alanine, of glance at his pallid features confirmed throwing a tightly corked bottle conauuress
name
mio
iier
anil
Xew
&
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden
field seeds in bulk and packages
Jersey, and Representative .Mo- the terrors of his friends. "He is taming
the Ohio river nearly five years ago,
rris Sheppard,
of Texas,
prospective dead!" some one exclaimed:
Miss Xoia Lea of 14 East Gray street,
successor
to
Senator Uailey.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Immediately there was a wild rush
waited until today to hear
All of the senators named do not
to his side. Air. Lopez was carried l.ouisvilb',
agree to the more radical features of to another room, where his gorgeous from it. Then she learned it had
tne insurgent program," although headgear and brilliantly decorated been pit ked up off San Diego, Cal.
(
504
Phone Black
Phone Black Ihov .i,1t- tne general pur- - coat were removed,
a window was The iider, Charles Collins of
pose of demanding recognition for all thrown open and every effort was Phillips .street, Toledo, O., sent Miss
45
45
members of the party in the reorgan- made to revive him. Hurry calls, Lea the slip of paper she had put in
isation and for the establishment of were sent for physician after pbysi- - the bottle, saying he had fished it out
progressive legislative policies. It is cian. It was thought that by artificial of Core, ado bay while on a visit to
understood Senators Stone and O'Gor-;ma- respiration Air. I.opez could be saved.. California.
John F. C. Hedgewald, U. S.
have urged moderation,
Great disappointment was shown by A. ("apt.
in
of Louisville, whose
(retired)
The senate fight is
was
in
when
hall
word
the
expected to those
the
attracted
terest
incident,
by
v,:is
reach President-elec- t
Wilson almost, brought that no physician could be
las soon as he takes up questions of found or at least that none had an-- ; probably will make a report to the
States coast and geodetic sur- ii.smtion lor his administration. The swered the call Finally Dr. L. F United
,lr,-irr Ilia KHlu ,,L-uat,
'
leaders in the democratic "insurgent" Murray was seen sitting In the Klks'
.' .
.
.. '
:' ,,unuuftii
lie
llliu
uie
UliKi,
movement assert that at least 27 of theatre and when he was asked to
.uif.sisaippi,
ithe 4f democratic senators in the next go the Fireman s hall he responded the Gi'if of .Mexico, then across the
congress will support, their view of witli alacrity. Accompanied by City Atlantic, Indian and Pacific oceans.
,the "progressive program." They es- Alarshal Gomez and others, the phyDomestic Lump
BRAKIE FLIRTS, ROAD PAYS.
Fancy Egg
timate that at least. 17 of the
Fancy Lump
"hold sician left the minstrel show where
lover" senators will align themselves hundreds were laughing and hurried
-- The
Mo- with the reorganization element and t fi i10ii
Texarkana, Tex., Dec.
ctin
t.,n,.ri
tllat a maority of the incoming demo-- ' remained. Following an examination, wie
lnty col,rt' "Pn the verdict of
erats will join them,
the physician pronounced Air. i.opez a jury, ortierea the Texas it
'Kailrord company to pay damages to
The fight for places on the import-ian- t dead.
Phone One Double O J.
the amount of $1,000 to Airs. O. YV.
senate committees is an integral
While some of the dead man s Brewer because a brakeman in the
of
the
new
movement.
;part
The
friends declared today thai he had
democratic forces probablv always enjoyed the rugged health of employ of the road squeezed her
iwni demand a tail' distribution nfl-- j iiKiimlDinaor nllioro r?np,r1 tb.il arm.
The brakeman admitted the squeezPlaces among new and old member
he had suffered with heart trouble for ing, but claimed he meant no offense
on me nve leaning committees apthe past, twenty years. If this is true, and that he only wanted to he friendpropriations, finance,
foreign rela- the excitement and exertion of the ly. Airs.
is young and
PHONE 85 MAIN.
tions, judiciary and interstate
dance in which he was participating,
and a similar distribution
the fatal attack.
on the live next important commit- - might easily explain
"The sudden collapse, of Mr. Lopez Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
tee- s- commerce, military affairs,
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came as a great surprise to us," said
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SAWED WOOD
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Sena when Air. Lopez passed and made range the whole system when enter--somSTEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
to which the reorganizations
joking remark about, going jng it through the mucous surfaces,
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
might effect democrats of long row-- . through the Matachines dance as it Such articles
should never be used
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York.
arrested three men, all with wide
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COME TO OUR STORE AND BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS
PRESENTS, AND THEN YOUR FAMILY AND
FRIENDS WILL BE
GLAD TO GET THEM.
DON'T THROW MONEY AWAY ON
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THESE DAYS OF fllODERN METH

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
e
be amazed at the radiance of the
and why all this light? To
ern
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
ODS,

mod-hom-

desired.

POWER
N

OTHINQ

IS QUITE

SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and nght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
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EUGENE FOX,

LIGHT

Rooms With Bath,

TIE

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

ALBANY HOTEL

j
,

j

NEW

MILITARY

Ji

INSTITUTE

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

John
Hunter, Temple, Texas.
George Allinson, Las Vegas.
John King, of "Honey Boys."
John Alilo, of "Honey Boys."
Charles W'essman of "Honey iio.s.
Hyde Cmliiter, Xew York.
Fred DuBall, Xew York.
.1.
Kennedy, City.
L.

Familiar Features Well Known to
Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens.
A familiar burden In many homes,
Located in the beautiful I'eeos
yV
The burden of a "bad back."'
Valley 3.TU0 reel above sea level,
sunshine every day. Ooen uir
A lame, a weak ot an aching back
work thrnnphinit tin entii-Often te'.:s you uf kidney ills.
Conditions for physical
Doan's
Kidney Pills are for weak
and mental development are
kidneys.
IDEAL - such as cunnot te found
Here is Santh Fe testimony.
elsewhoie in An.eriea. FourJ. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz. St., Santa
teen officers and instructors, all
Fe, X. Alex., says: "A dull pain in the;
t,'rudt:Les from stantlardKn stTen bufidiii1-'-.- ,
ein courses.
small of my back, sometimes extend-- j
modern in every respect.
ing into my bladder, caused me a
great deal of suffering, particularly
when I took cold.
I was
bothered
K. A. OAHOO.V. President.
J. E. KHEA, Vice President
mostly in the winter, and in addition,
.1. 1. WHITK. Treasurer.
to the pain in my back, there were
.lOIIX W. PoE, Secretary.
symptoms of inflammation of the1
W. A. F1SLAY.
The kidney secretions were
(.'ladder.
0 b'or pariieuin rs and illustrated
highly colored and when passed were
attended with o scalding pain.
address,
j
never ueci! another remedy that actei
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt,
as satisfactorily
ns Doan's
Kidney
Pills.
They proved to be just the
medicine :r.y case required and the
complete cure they brought me, has.
led me to recommend them on more!
A num. A1. In th
Subscribe for the Santa Fe- - Xew
Xew Mexican than one occasion.''
Mexican, the paper that boosts all sees more people in one day than you
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
the time and works for the upbuild- can see in a month. Try one.
Co.,
cents, Foster-JlilbtirBuffalo,
Xew York, sole agents for the United
ing of our new State.
lork for the Xew Alexlcan. It is i States
A live paper makes a live town. working for you, for Santa Fe and
itememDer tne name Doan's -- and
We are aaakin0, a live poper, Read It. i the new state,
i take no otter.
-

j

n

I

i
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TURKEYS.

We have the Fi nest Aasortmentof

XMAS CAHDIES

ever shown in Santa Fe, prices
ranging from 10c per lb. to fancy
boxes at $2."0 and 3 00. We
are agents for

C. H. Long, City.

Now Is The Time

Cosme Herrera, Pojoaque.

j

eala-ocu-

CHI3KENS

CUy.

KNOW IT WELL.

Al Ludden, "Honey Boys."
L. Landmichael, Iowa.
H. Wallace, Aloriarty.
Tiberio Iopez, City.

To

NFW NI!K Walnuts,

Ai. Taylor.
Al. Roth well.

Barry.
L
.1

Y. Durl in.
Coodman.
Alilo.

J.
Claries Wissmau.

you would give HIM a Box
ofCIQARS or some Fine TOBACCO, let us help you pick
the kind HE will like.
If

Aleehan.
X. Balk.

.1.

At. J. Larkin.
L. V. Montoya.

1!. Lowery.

J.

Brazil,

.Mills.

J

"Wesley.
R. Maxson.

James Gillespie.
F. W. Little.
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NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, Xew
Mexico, Xovember 23, 1912.
Xotice is hereby given that Atilam
Sancbez, of Stanley, Xew Mexico, who

maae nomesiean
XW
for SE
Section 24, and
E
SW
Section 25, Township
XW
NE
Step Ladders.
Kitchen Cabinets,
11 X., Range 10 E., X. M. P. Meridian,
IroningTables.
Counters, Shelving,
has filed notice of intention to make
three-yea- r
proof, to establish claim
RERAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS
to the' land above described, before
Done.
Neatly and Cheaply
Harry C, Kinsell, U. C. Commr.. at
Stanley, Xew Mexico, on the Cth day
of January, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
fl. M
Ventura Baros, Paulin Gutierrez.
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA re,
Victor Acuna, Luis R. Sanchez, all of
It wiM not pay you to waste your Stanley, X .M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
time writing out your legal lorm
Register.
when you can get them already printed at the Xew Mexican Printing
A little want ad costs but a few
cents and brings wonderful res nits
want ads always when published in the New Mexfan-TrNew Mexican
one. .
returns.
bring

WE MAKE

Every known kind of
FRESH V KG ET A B LIS S . NUTS.
APPLES, ORANGES, GRAPE
FRUIT, IMPORTED FIGS and
DATES, IMPT'D MALAGAS.

Jack Brennan.

Have Your Upholstering and

Furniture Repairing Done. Work
of the Best. Prices Right,

''.Alraonds.Pinons,
Pt
Filberts, anuts, Pecans, Hickory

EUROPEAN.
Honey Boy Minstrels.
.Tack Foley.

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,,

roc August lo.

entry

Xo.

017073-T1S1-

,
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could not miss and the small boats
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land the transport decks would
floating shambles. Without regard to
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ki uri u to bw n if
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i is rrm r u emu ui
troops that would naturally support
(the airships along the shore, a land-!inwould he Impossible till the enemy cleared the air."
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'
if!
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1
.
nil ear"Impossible," he replied.
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Is Settled Very Easily
SCOTT'S EMULSION overcomes nervous
INDICATE IT.
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MEASURE.
a
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level
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maneuver
that
can
and
ness m a wonderful, permanent way by making
takes it quite out of reach of guns on
blood corpuscles; it nourthe water. The airships must he
AIR SHIPS SAFE
ROOT WILL LEAD
by airships, and that is the prob-ishes the nerve centres and acts as a
to
come."
in
FROM ANY FLEET
OPPOSITION FIGHTS
American army and navy officers
bracing tonic to build you up.
interviewed on the subject for the
Scott's Emulsion does not stupefy
most part ignored the use of the
Among army
Washington, Dec
Washington. It. C, Dec. 20. With curin dropping
and
bombs,
it feeds them in Nature's way.
aeroplane
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to see him bracketed
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Mullin as one of the Tigers' official
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piuch, butsman next year.
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standing

: if.
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eastbound.
Returning arrive Santa

r
feet one t::id
inches high
.and whVighing 175 pounds.
There
of more husky lads
jare a
among the new crop of pitchers, not- -'
ably Ha'! from the Western league,
who top six feet by a full inch and
tips the beam at 1S5 pounds and
ho is just half an inch
Klawittti
scant of t:i '
mark in height
land who veigh 1!i0 pounds on the
hoof.
Within
few days. Sam Crawford
will be ha ' g in the sunshine of Xew
Orleans, lie lias decided to act as the
Crescent City representative of a Detroit weighing machine company in
which he Is a stockholder and incidentally .ill get into shape for work
in the spring. In spite of much holdout talk, there is little doubt that the
big slugi.,'1- will be with (he Tigers in
the Spring. His selection of Xew
leans as a place to winter makes it
appear that he is expecting to play
ball as u.uial.
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Thomas Augustine lagan, but when
he took to the ring lie adopted the
name made famous by his brother and
as "Young Jack" 0 T.rieu is ricking
tip fame rapidly.
This youngster, but IS, is declared
to be the fastest lightweight that ever
pulled on a glove; to be as scientific
as his brother ever was: to be a ring'
general of ability ami to "pack a
punch" that has chloroform beaten a
whiff, as a sleep maker.
After "Philly Jawn" had been dei'eated by Ketchel and Langford, the
young brother quit school and
that Jack train him.
But "Old Jack" refused. He doubt-- ;
ed the boy's ability, so the youngster
began teaching . himself. In May, 1!HI
ill t,;..i...4i
Jll UZ1 Ulllilltfiu lum Hit uit-l-i l i..
i uuuuei- did
Jack"
phia. "Young
things, to
his opponents that were sinful.
i. Promoters
hailed him as a future
champion, but his brother was not
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O'HUIKN," IN CHARACTERISTIC
KIGHT1XU POSKS.

JOHN
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heav-
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convinced. In August, 1911. a prelims
inary boxer ran "out out" at O'Brien
club at the last minute aud O'Brien
Jack
was in despiir until "Young
begged for the chance to go on.
liig brother grudgingly gave little
brother a chance with fear in hty
heart, and was the most surprised
man in- the house when the "kid" made
his. opponent look like a novice.
I'll tram
'"Hoy, you're the goods!
do.
you, all right," exclaimed Jack,
lightedly.
-

.

This was more than a year ago.
Since that night "Young .lack" has
been in more than 30 lights and has
never met defeat. Once he was Moored
lightweight champion.
by Wolgast,
He easily outboxed Wolgast, and m
addition has met K. O. Hrown, Young
Krne, Tommy l.angdon, Young Ilrown
other light- and Leach Cross and
weights.
fast." says the
"Thp imv is
original Jack, .lust before he is too
heavy for the class he will win the

lightweight title. As he grows
ier, I'll send him through the classes
believe he'll win
successively and
the title in each class up
eluding the heavies.
"He ought to weigh I'.m when fully
developed, by which time he will
him
have the experii nee to return
winner over the world's best."
"Young Jack" is a whirlwind in the
ring. He uses the crouch of his bro
11ler ixj ts hard and true and devotes
lis leisure to studying blows and
their effects. He says he Las been
successful because he has the best
teacher in the world in his brother,
t.) whom he gives all the credit for
bringing him to the front.
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SCHEDULE FOR
1913 IS ADOPTED.

'

,

Vi--

EKL1AB1J-:-

PASH BROS,,

bring relurj&lt.,'

Chicago, 111., Dec. 20. Athletic directors cf the "big nine" universities
adopted n baseball schedule for the
1913 season here today and also ar- ranged dates for a few track meets.
The fir. t outdoor track meet of the
year wi.l be held at. livanston between
Chicago and Northwestern on
May
10.
Piiruue will meet Wisconsin at i
Jladison on May 15. and Wisconsin!
will compete with Illinois at Cham
pain May lti. The Chicago-Illinoimeet was set for .May 24 at Chicago.

'

-
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lia, while Jerry Downs, Tom Downey, nil v me $10,000 to pitch ball next sea- - years this has been brought home to- that he had to spoil this perfect mark more head. Last week he sold out the
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his experience ai a big league catcher, This "fever," more real than many ions, and his modesty is so exceedingly really productive.
Owner Farrell was one of the last to
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from
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1904, ought
extending
fashionable diseases, suggested to the great that even the seductive suggesleave, and he hinted most broadly
COUPON BOND today. And see the
PITCHER IS PURCHhSED.
Know something about pitchers,
.saysilate c)vdt, KUch the most jmp0rtant tion that he is becoming a matinee Just specify
that he fully expected to have Frank
bi
It is
Chance as his manager for next. year,
idol, fails to enthuse him to pompous 'difference.
Let us show you samples.
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 20. Charles that he knows cf no more promising ,, his nlaVf. ..Th. f.itv-no matter how much the "P. L." might Dooin, manager of the Philadelphia trio u,an this
theme and Fitch deals with it in a big speech. Away from the glare and glit-NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS- .
"I have been over (lie minor
Those who are nlanniim to at- - ter of the limelight, he is a plain, un-want. Farrell expects to talk matters Nationals, today purchased Charles
Santa Fe, N, M.
over with Chance in New York and Schneider, a pitcher from the Louis- gues with a fine tooth comb," said the tend the nalv at the Elks' theatre pretentious
man.
young
square;
scout to President Navin, "and in my
to have everything settled before ville club.
Saturday, December 21, may well look chinned, steady of eye and cool otj
opinion Dauss, YVheatley and Bochler forward to the date with geen antici- Ihead, and he exhibits a muscle that
are as good as any three young slab-me- pation. It is a
magnificent drama and would do credit to a pugilist. This, he
THE PLIABLE
any club has picked up."
it is to be presented here by the Unit- explains, will help him when word's
TAKES SACRED PART IN CHRISTMAS MOUING So that
good an authority &s Sam Craw- ed Play company with a big cast and fail. Much of his philosophy was ac-PRODUCTION.
ford comes to the front with a boost elaborate production. The well known quired during his boyhood
days at
for Dauss, whom the 'Wahoo man calls and popular actor Hugo 13. Koch, will Christian Brothers College, where
a finished pitcher. Sam says that the inlay the leading role,
graduated some fifteen years ago,
by far the
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
former St. Paul boy knows what to do strongest part of his career.
and he declares he would not eit
while on the slab and pitches as much
Indications point to a large audience change a mint of money for the haijef
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
with his brains as with his arm.
i,ere as las hecn the rue wherever bumps he got in his experience on fhVi
a
in
YMieatley has
Cobb, tlle )lav ha8 been pl.esente(i,
champion
i ad-- i road as a traveling salesman, which'
Devices-Somethinwho gives that youngster credit for:(jtiou to a
A. good line of Electrical Heating and Cooking
keen, interest among local supplemented his artistic studies.!:i
being cool and heady, and for posses-- ;
nice for Christmas as well as the year round
ismg a lot of pitching equipment. The!
is
Prach
'(leorgia
Come in and see them.
particularly pleased:
iwith an underhand hall that YVheatley;
occasionally exhibits and has advised
8 Percolators, Grills,
Phone 223 J.
the juvenile deceiver to cultivate his
brand of heaving. It is generally recognized that a good underhand deliv-- j
ery. is mightily effective, for the rea-- i
son that the ball conies over the plate
at an unusual slant, .and batsmen who
JOHNHAMPEL, Proprietor.
are accustomed to looking at the over-- '
hand style find it hard too gauge the
tunnel variety.
Dauss is an experienced and eleven
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
slabman who ought to get right in;
and pitch winning hall from tlie start
Family Trade Supplied.
Tie is by far the most finished of the:
.SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.
three under discussion, and probably'
will be. of more immediate service!
than either of the others.
YVheatley is young aud needs a little:
more weight before he will be able to
so through a big league campaign
taking his regular turn. He has as
much knowledge of how to pitch as;
some of the veterans in the league,
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
however, and thus will be able to
AND
make gcod use of what strength he
pofseres. As he is not yet 20 years of
age. he has plenty of time in which'
1o fill out.
Pocliler. who is physically strong:
is a verv green;
and
pitcher, but one who?" natural abilitv
Fl.OKENCE LA P.ADIE, who take s the part cf Mary in "The Star of convince the critics that he is worth
taking in hand for development.
Bethlehem," a Christmas film of the Thanhouser company.
Oyesr
Stanrge was enthusiastic over'
Florence' I .a Dadie. the little giil men and the hate born in the manger tin1 tH vo"iigtf r's showing last fall.;
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all
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he
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"Thit- fellow has as hmkIi as any-- '
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who has won many friends as a photo piaci'S
boiiy I ever have caught." declared;
mas week.
here were the California hackston.
"He doesn't;
player, will be featured soon as used
used in the production, l.now the first
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
thing about pitching- - as
"Mary, the mother of Jesus," in the 2fi people a mouth to
which
took
complete. Spe- yet. which accounts for the fact that
of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Manufacturer
big Thanhouser picture. "The Star of
cial costumes, property and scenic ef- he has been hit hard at times, but he
Bethlehem."
any-- '
water.
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
production and will fects were secured so that the Biblical - ' has shown me enough to convince me
It is a three-ree- l
Santa Fe, New Mex.
35
J
rebe
characters
scones
TELEPHONE
that he is destined to be a great box-pud
might
be released December 24th. so that
man. If a man has natural ability to
the Christmas story of the three wise produced with fidelity.
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No one will deny that "Philadel-- .
pMa Jack" is qualified to predict $
ring career. He has had experience
enough to know a future great from:
a. bloomer.
"When enrolled at .Mount St. Mary's
was
John
college, "Young Jack"

s

i

1

conquering hero.
Be Is regarded today as a possible
lightweight champion, and his broth-- '
er predicts lie will successively be-- !
champion "of all classes up to
and ."lncludinK .the. .heavy weights.
;

i

"Pliilailel--

like an

FARAfPEMIL

1

YOUNG JACK" WILL BE CHAMPION OF FOUR CLASSES, SAYS PHILADELPHIA JAWN:" ANYHOW
LITTLE BROTHER HAS BEEN IN OUER 30 FIGHTS. AND HAS NEUER MET DEFEAT.
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Wheelbar-

Wagons,
Automobiles, Bicycles,
rows, Chairs, Writing Desks, Tables, Dolls Trunks, FurniHorse
ture Sets,,Drums, Cradles, Tool Chests. Trains,
ard Wagon, China' Closets, Bureaus, Moving Picture Machines, Dishes, Doll Beds, Tree Ornaments and hundreds
of other articles.
.
vvl5i

Bath Robes, Fine Umbrellas, Suit
Smoking Jacket3,
Cases and Traveling Bags, Leather Collar Boxes, Gloves,'
Ties and Handkerchiefs. Collapsible Felt Covered Card
Doillies
Tables, Linen Lunch Cloths, Dresser Scarfs,
and Guest Towels, Hand Bags, Silk Hose, Silk Kimonas
and a large assortment of Japanese Bamboo Baskets in
all the new shapes.
i

Call and See Us,

sEOiilslWJ
CAPITAL

TRUSftCO.

850,'JOO

Does a General Banking

CHRISTMAS SALE

CASH

Hammered Brj;ss Electric Reading
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NT M., Dec. lie.
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Fe,
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er
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A new chandelier has been installed
Now that the ChrisMiias "rush'' of From the moment
the curtain was
in the chapel which
greatly enhances 1'iisiness has become noticed, several! 'drawn at the
Over 100 Patterns to select from at Specinl Prices,
itt beauty, also a chimes.
revealing a
merchants have decided to keep their, beautifully set opening,
stage" with the mem-- i
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bers of the company appearing,
Your chance for this month only.
rived at last.
ready
ers announce that: their store will ue for their individual
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Y-open every evening until Christmas. close of the
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did. every moment of the time.
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uiobt appropriate
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Kidney Fills;
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stitute. For sale by all druggists.
The Legislature convenes here next
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for your
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great care. You cannot do
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AT A BARGAIN !

FOR SALE

House with Bath and Electric Lights;
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lot has a frontage of 150 feet, 50 fruit trees and
Jawn. Location one block and a half from State
$
Capitol Building.

O. C. WATSON & CO. f
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REAL ESTATE
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Buggies and 5addiers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attcnticn and Ihe Eest
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

GASPER ST.
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Matting I
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I JO Red.

Next Door to Postoffice,
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MULLIGAN & RISING,
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H. C. YONTZ,

CHRISTMAS
DAINTIES

Why Walt?

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

TAUPERT,
NEW MEXICO.

E. LAS VEGAS,

Accurate

Work-Qu-

ick

Returns

NW.B

!
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HUNT'S

AT LOW PRICES
If Vou Use Our

POULTRY FOOD

which is composed of Corn, Oats, Bran, Alfalfa Leaves and
Flowers all ground together. Steam it and feed it as a warm
mash. The price is reduced to $2.00 per 100 lbs.
25c per pkg.
PRATT'S REGULATOR, . .
GRANULATED BLOOD, . . .
per lb.

Sc

QORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE,

LARGE ASSORTMENT
THER AND MESH BAGS
VHITE HOUSE.
A

436
Canyon Road

CANNED

FRUITS

OF LEAAT THE

With clean rugs and portieres,
and pillows, curtains and blankets, handsome linen and embroiderRichliiea Imported Figs, Imported ies carefully and exquisitely laundereti, the house spotless from garret to
Dates, Raisins of All Kinds,
cellar, then hung with wreaths ot"
Almonds Etc. Xmas greens and holly in such a
English Walnuts,
household a joyous Xmas is assured.
Don't forget that the Santa Fe Electric
Laundry makes a specialty of launder-- ;
ing dainty hand embroidered linen,
CO. lingerie,
KAUNE
H.
dresses, etc.
mat-resae-

s

Monarch Canned Vegetables

I

City Property, Farms,
Ranches, O.rchards,
Land Grants, Etc

ft

Where Prices are Lowest
:for Safo Quality.

EVENING GOWNS AND COATS AT
REDUCED PRICES, THE WHITE
HOUSE.
The one Ideail gift for all the year

i
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$3.C0

Shoes for
Shoes for
Shoes for

$4X0
$3.50
$2.50

- NEW MEXICO

$2.50
$2.25

Shoes for
Shoes

$2.C0

fr

$1.65

EVERY SHOE GUARANTEED.

U

laigiilin building.
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Z

Standard
Standard

$5.50

BOYS' SIZE.

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room

2

Standard
Standard
Standard

J

Surety Bonds
Of

30TA ChANCE TO SAVE MONEY.JI
FOR CASH ONLY.

1

-

S.

shoe store.

atthe; exclusivemen's

I
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freshegg:

1
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Dispensing Optician,

FIVE

!

B. TONNIES,

West Palace Avenue.
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SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA,
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-
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Sattta Fe New Mexican

S250.COO
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS,

R.
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I

M

Charles

M.

William F. Brogan

HEADQUARTERS FOR HUNTERS.

5.0 Daily Per Ouarler, by mail
$2.50 Daily per quarter, by carrier

Weekly, per year

S1.Q0

50

PHONES:
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J
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ONE OF OUR ERRORS

THE

BYSTANDER

SEES IT

N

Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
Purchases effected.
Sales and
change

M,

j

made.

of money

important for every business houseg to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t tne Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,

the gymnasium for the short course
men.
These men will be given an
hour's gym. work two nights v. week.
The exercise will be planned o overcome the physical faults of the farmer boys to give them
room
has
A special
been set. aside a. a dressing room in
the gymnasium for th' class as all
the lockers are occupied.

It is

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.
FOUR PER CENT

Per

Annum

Interest Paid on

TIME DEPOSITS

$Duf people

"It has been said that the young
man without fortune but with energy
and industry has in New Mexico just
ten times the opportunities offered in
he east.", declared A. D. Wilbanks, a
prominent resident of French, Colfax
county, who is stopping at the Montezuma. "1 believe many of these
young men are going to Colfax county. 1'p in French we look forward to
a great future.
When a man can
raise from :!.- to ".II bushels of wheat
per acre, he can make money. And
that is what lias been done on land
under ditch where I live. Over 300
acres will be put out very soon in
sugar beets, for a sugar beet factory is
at French or
ion will he watched with a good deal to be established either
informof intcresl. Whether it will stand as; at Maxwell, we are reliably
; ed.
wheth-or
a basis for future decisions,
"The culture or the beet for sugar
or another court will construe the law
do
not
has become quite extensive
courts
always;
production
differently
in other places, in Kurnpe and is largely spreading in
agree you know-a- nd
the sociability act will go on uninter-- l this country and Canada. The sugar
beet now furnishes a large proportion
rupledly.
In the
of the world's sugar supply.

I

needs.

t-day

transfers

general everywhere in fact,
universal.
The court takes a sort of cold blooded view of it, and declares that th?
argument that treating is a hospitality, doesn't, "go" at all.
The honorable judge puts it in the
public menace to morality class, and
wonder if his honor has not hit it
about right. The decision goes on to
show that if the police power of a
state has a right to regulate the business of the saloon, it lias also a right
to regulate the rmiduet of persons in
n saloon; that '.he rights a man may
have elsewhere are abridged when he
enlers the confines of a saloon.
Treating is not so much hospitality
as it is sociability. You can't be
much of a host in another man's place,
but you can be social, any where unless, as in Washington, the courts say
you can't, in this particular way.
he treating habit lias gone too far,
It has grown to be
t'mt's the trouble
regarded as almost a necessity, like
the giving of useless, or duty gifts,!
and it does just what these gifts do. it;
takes money out of the channel where
it belongs and diverts il elsewhere.
The effect of tin- Washington deeis--

"All of Today's News Today"
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VALLEY RANCH,

come,

WORE DAYS
TO SHOP '

BUSINESS OFFICE 31

-

THE VALLEY RANCH,

$1.25
J1.50

Weekly, six months

in 1870.

is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing condiThis bank has successfully withstood all the
over
country's financial and commercial disasters for
as of
forty years. Its management has regarded safety still
the first importance in banking, a tradition that
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-
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Season Now Open for All Kinds of Game, and there is plenty of it.
time. Send for illustrated tsooKiei.
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Daily, per year: by mall
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EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
The Kl Paso Times says, editorially:
M A X U V A CTi; HER OF
Taft
Howard
William
"It is said Hint President Wilson will appoint
LJalleta Blankets, Rujrs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
IT.
DOES
WHAT
ti.n n,.ui vi.nanev Unit occurs on tile Inited Stales supreme bench, and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
What is it, instinct, habit, underwhile the sentiment is admirable, it is not practical politics. There are
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
to tin
standing or what, the animals possess
Native and Germanton Wool L'sed.
Both
plenty of good democrats who will be available for appointment
is
said
what
so that they distinguish
preni'o bench if any vacancies should occur duriiiK the next four years,
Send for Price List and Full Information.
to them and the meaning of it?
this is to be a democratic- administration."
119
Don
A soldier with the bright red chevCaspar Avenue.
Action based on just snch a position as that taken by The Times, has
was
of
a
rons
artillery
of
sergeant,
and
brought nnon us many of the evils, by which we are being" oppressed
watching work on a grade in Kansas
asainst which the people of the 1'nited States arc fighting.
a
he noticed
' the other day, when fast
There has been altogether loo mnc.li politics in every department of gov-with a load
team of mules stuck
naour
of
foundation
the
to
reach
which
eminent life. The great things
of dirt. The driver was sweating and
tional structure have been lost sight of in the great political game.
on the whip.
based not on swearing and laying on for a few
Appointments have been made to Mhe highest positions,
The sergeant looked
alone.
, fitness or ability, lint, on political afliliations
moments interestedly. '1 hen, "What's
In many cases the rights of individuals, th' matter wid Mm?" pointing to the
The results have been costly.
and of citizens as a whole, have been entirely lost sight of and polities., refractory mule.
or those influences which control politics, have been paramount and have
Laziness!" roared the teamster.
governed official action and even court decisions.
lie went, on to explain jeer-ingl"P.esides,"
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
at
not
the
is
Taft
point
The question of the appointment of President
one of them broken down
"lie's
and
an
as
fitness
bis
as
attorney
only
the
of
discussion
tiie
in
question,
issue
AMERICAN PLAN.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
army mules von read about.
culture machinery and implements
as a citizen are concerned. He may or may not he preeminently qualified.to
"KM.?"
be
enough
a
ASSESSMENT
as
great,
may
judge
are as evtensively used as in handHis eminence as a lawver and experience
"An artillery mule."
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
overbalance the influence of his political associations, but the question put
RESISTED
ling other field crops. To produce
savin'
what
to;
you
"Well,
then,
content
in
forth by The Times reaches far beyond this individual appointment.
beets high
good
sugar
should he' Mm?"
soil, preparation, proper seed selecThe courts of our country, from the lowest to the highest,
the.
Prom
Optic.)
Vegas
"1 was
explained
influence.
saying"
tion and careful cultivation are requirtotally removed from politics and political
Judge David .1. Leahy this after-- ed. The cultivation must be thorough
teamster, and went on to reiterate a
This is one of the verv issues presented by the progressive party during
the
o'clock
hearing
noon
at
began
adsulphurous string of adjectives, every
and constant especially during the
the late campaign, and this issue, together with others looking toward
was ap- one of which bore the distinct brand of the case of the Red River Ranch
conditions
industrial
and
social
our
of
and
nt
upbuilding
vaneemi
against Kugenio Romero,; early growth."
of Old Nick. MMie sergeant of artillery company
American voters.
proved by four and one half millions of
collector for San Mi-and
treasurer
sadly shook his head.
Let our courts be taken entirely out of politics. Let. preeminent ability
an action SHEPHERD SEES
is
This
county.
guel
said.
Then
he
wit'
me
im,"
talk
"Lot
and fitness alone control appointment and election of our judges.
to secure
the
by
plaintiff
or without
in walking close to the straining animal. brought
FRIEDMAN
Rooms en suite
Let all such suggestions as are set forth by The Times he forgotten
an injunction forbidding the treasabove
hands
clinched
both
raised
he
the supreme court,
to
of
to
judges
when
acroa
appointments
on
the future,
applying
700,000
to collect taxes
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
be beyoni. ' bis head and slowly brought them urer
G. Shepherd.)
oli a valuation of 50
of the Tinted Slates, or to any other courts, as hey should all
William
laud
of
(P.y
grazing
buckle
down to a level with the shiny
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
acre. The plaintiff, is rep-- ;
any thought of partizanship or politics.
.Berlin, Dec. 20.- I have seen this
of his artilleryman's belt. As he did. cents per
A.
electric lights.
CO
steam
Charles
Spiess and; week
by
victims of tuberculosis, sent
so the air was shattered with a series, resented U.
de-the
while
Jr.,
Davis,
Franz
to
Dr.
Frederick
by
Friedmunn,
never
Stephen
which
of
UAUDEUILLE IN CHURCH
of cuss words, the like
LARUE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
is represented
of this;
by Charles the leading physicians of Europe as m
m
before was beard by the members of fondant
The idea seems to be epidemic among the Protestanl preachers different
district
W.
treatment
attorney.
il. Ward,
certified test cases of his
and indeed very
the grading camp in the time since it
country that something in addition to religion,to
MMie
case, is the result of the re- for tuberculosis.
intend church.
from religion, is necessary to induce people
was established; a year ago. The
Some of 'them seemed in the last
have declared that; oaths in mixed English and Tagalog cent action by the board of countyt
Leading divines of SI. Louis, Denver and Prooklyn ing
in raising the assess-menwere j
commissioners
it it
of the disease. Some
publicity-advertisstages
the
with
deadly
requires
out
mercantile
a
enterprise,
and;,
the church, like
snapped
of grazing lands from It) cents carried to the hospital on stretchers
number.
auto-a
Colt,
for
the
of
greatest,
is to achieve the greatest good
rythmetical precision
an acre to .",0 cents. The commis- - and in ambulances.
walks of life," says matic cannon and they kept coming.
in
Competition is as keen in the churches asmost other
s'oners took this action upon the or'Voluntary committees of leading!
.business is the one that
one of these, "and the church 1hat does the
About the time his lists were down der of the state board of equalizalooked on as the treat-- ;
physicians
does the most and the best advertising."
the miracle happened. The mule dug; tion. The case is an important one, ment was administered.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
should have their advertis- his
shod feet well into the; as it will establish whether or not
All modern Sunday schools," hays another,
sharp
M'o prove his claims. Dr. Friedmann
as the modern mercantile establish
ground, bent his back into a perfect the board of equalization
had the is taking Roentgen
ing men and bureaus of publicity, just
HOME
)
TRAVELING
photog- merits have these adjuncts."
arch and lifted the load bodily up the right to make such an order, as, in raphs of every case.
sense.
All of which, no doubt, has in it a great deal of practical
slope.
MMie Swedish and
many counties, including San Miguel.;
I'riiguayian min
the New;
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit witn
Hut this method is extremely mild and tame, beside that of
What got into the mule? Was it the the 10 cents valuation was sufficient; isf ers here in Berlin are officially in-- :
York pastor who has introduced vaudeville into his huiuinv nigni se.w.e,.
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
instinct that makes an old fire horse; to bring in adequate revenue from vestigating Dr. Frledmann's treat-- ;
is in the midst ot a Sunday nignt run when be hears the (ire gong or this class of taxation.
an-Central Location.
was
It
on
of
This pastor, whose Baptist. church
ment
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governments.
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speedtnai
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doubtless
the
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"I
that
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Dr.
to
me
district,
engine
said
the;ater
today;
ue u.i
'" ing through the street? Our scientists b(, taken to the state supreme court assure Friedmann
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
take his congregation away from him without a tigiu, aim
Large Sample Rooms.
you that ever case of tubercuand
"the
and
a
largest
girl
services
whistling
1 have treated
never been able to discover yet ,.0I. tinal settlement.
duced into his Sunday night
have
will
losis
today
display
uoe
most complete set of musical glasses ever played before the public.
District Attorney Ward filed a de-- ; the same recovery evidenced in cases
just how much a dumb animal
He is getting the crowds all right.
in
case
and the afternoon
the
have already shown to you."
know, have they?
mitrrer
was spent in argument upon this
Jut what, the crowd gets is the question.
betis
in
entertainment
sandwiched
OUR LOSSES.
Maybe a little religion appetizingly
phase of the situation.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
It's astonishing how prosperous we
ter than none.
of the Interior, l S.
Department
is
worse
than,
and
other
waste
no
to
were
things
rnbordinated
should be if there
SATISFIED CUSTOMER.
Maybe the r. ligion that is
at
Office
Land
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We are now told that cattle
losses.
none at all.
Hi, Jftl2.
(By Donald A. Kahn.i
a
will
Nor
$100,000,000
cost
the
religious
question.
country
ticks
Never yet did all people agree upon any
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
"I'd like to look at a fall suit,
aright, the
If we remember
year.
thev agree on this.
Gonzales,
Sr., of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
please."
us
told
vacant pews do department of agriculture has
made Homestead
oi. Jan. fi, HiiliS,
1$ YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
Now,
this
way.
The pitv is that the preachers who are worrying over most attractive
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Start Your Baby
With Sound Health
Regular Bowel Movement From Childhood on Forestalls Future
Serious Diseases.
We cannot all start life with the advantage of money, but every child
born is entitled to the heritage of
Rood health. Through unfortunate
ignorance or carelessness in the feeding of a baby its tiny stomaeh may become deranged. The disorder spreads
to the bowels and before the mother
realizes it Ihe two chief organs on

which the infant's comfort and health
depend are causing it great suffering.
If the condition is allowed to continue
grave ailments often result.
There is, however, no occasion for
alarm, aid tin! sensible thing to iio
but it should be done instantly is
to give the baby a small close of a mil i
laxative-tonic- .
In the opinion of a
great many people, among them such
persons as the mother of
Kit; S. 11th street,
Robertson,
Floyd
Lincoln, Neb., and Mrs. t L. Williams,
Jiridgeport, Wash., the proper remedy
is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup I'epsin. It is a
pleasant-tastinlaxative, which every
persons likes. It is mild,
and contains that most excellent of all
digestants, pepsin.
This remedy is especially intended
for infants, children, women, old people and all others to whom harsh
cathartics, salt waters, pills, etc., are
distressing. In fact, in the common
disorders of life, such as constipation,
liver trouble, indigestion, biliousness,
headaches, and the various other disorders of the stomach, liver and bowels nothing is more suitable than this
Dr. Caldwell's
mild laxative-tonic- ,
Syrup I'epsin.
well-know-
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WELL KNOWN FIGURE GONE.
Guy Carleton, 8." years old, a for- nier engineer of the Santa Fe rail- load and known to all Las Vegans;
I'ncle
and to railroad men as "Old
(lay," was yesterday committed to
the Xew Mexico insane hospital. Cn- cle Guy, who for the past live years
has been a patient at the Las Vegas
hospital, has a long record as a rail-road man, having been in the employ
of the Santa Fe for 25 years and pre-- i
vious to that worked on several rail- - A poor light strains the eyes, and the
injurious effects may
roads in the east. Forty years ago, last for life. An oil
is
best.
The
lamp
light from the Rayo
while an engineer on an eastern rail-- j
is soft and mellow. You can read or work under it
Lamp
in
a
was
at
wreck
road, I'ncle Guy
Niagara Falls caused by the disobe- - for hours without hurting your
dience of orders on the part of the!
The RAYO is constructed tcientifically. It is the
best lamp made- - yet inexpensive and economical.
j engineer of an excursion train, which
mac'e
nickel plated.
' so'd brass
LatTlD
jwas run into by the train of which - The
y
Lighted without removing
.Uncle Guy was engineer. Many peochimney or
.
i
shade. Easv to clean and rewu-LmAw
in varinim
pie were killed in this w reck, among
styles and for all purposes.
wife and
whom was Uncle Guy's
Dealer Everywhere
daughter, and It is thought by the:
CONTINENTAL
OIL COMPANY
'hospital authorities that the modi tatDenver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
ing on the tragic death of his wife-lauCheyenne, Butte, Boise, Salt Lnke City.
-- 1
daughter finally weakened Uncle i
Guy's mind, necessitating his being
FLOYD ROBERTSON
removed to the insane hospital. Las
it today, and thousands of families Vegas Optic.
make the trip with
little trouble. HISTORICAL ROOM
BY REGISTER TRUST.
When in the neighborhood of Indian
keep it constantly in the house, for
JUST LIKE ALASKA.
in
every member of the family can use it.
hill
Mailed
became
machine
the
Henry Ellis, who conducts the auto
Chicinnni i. ().. Dec. 20. Further
It can be obtained of any druggist at route
Automobile the heavy snow and further progress
for the Machine,
regarding the existence ol
testimony
efIn
a
the
his
and Construction
between: was out of the question.
bottle,
company
fifty cents or one dottar
a "historical room" in which was a
hitter being the size bought by fami- this city and Socorro, making the' forts to again resume the journey, display of cash register machines
lies who already know its value.
trip twice daily, spent last Friday darkness came on and the driver re- which had been discarded and put out
spo.ts mained with the car. The ninbt was of business and in which customers
If no member of your family has night on one of the bleakest
the county-lik- the coldest of the season the ther- were taken and put through the
ever used Syrup I'epsin and you would between this city and
to make a persona; trial of it be- - seat and the terrible experience will mometer showing four below and the "gloom" process was taken when the
strong wind that was blowing lilling trial of John H. I'litterson, and 2:)
fore buying it in the regular way of a not soon be forgotten by the
send your address -- a postal: man. Mr. Kills left this city at about the air with blinding snow. Luckily officer of the .National Cash Register
the accident happened near the rail- company was resumed today.
F. C.
will do to Dr. W. II. Caldwell, 415 two o'clock Friday afternoon,
St., Montieello, 111., and ing the storm of the night previous road track as Mr. Ellis succeeded in Osborne, of Detroit, who, niter a visit
N.itioual
a free sample bottle will be mailed thinking that the snow storm was of (lagging the morning train and came to Dayton, sold out to the
frozen. Magdalena company, was again on the witness
ou.
KesultB are always guaranteed less violence in the neighborhood of home
nearly
stand.
Socorro, and that he would he able to News.
oi money will be refunded.
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Santa Fe Lodge of Pe:lection No. 1, Mth de"
gree. Ancient and Ac"
rented Scottish Rite of
Free .Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7.30 o'clock in the evening in Masonic. Hall, south side of 1'lazn. Visiting
Scottish Kite Masons are cordially invited to attend.

as.

-

JAMES A. MASSIF. 32,
Venerable Master.
II. F. STEPHENS, Secretary.
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room furnished
Fill! KENT
I'riek house, close to capitol. Suitable
for man ami wife who wish to lako
meals nut.
Member of legislature
preferred.
Inquire New .Mexican of.
tire.

For Sale, one of ttie oddest established mercantile businesses in Santa
Santa Fe LodgeNo Fe. A
proposition from tha
r '. 0. E, start. profitable
100, 13.
ad- For further particulars
holds
its regular dress P. O. liox 11S.
session on the
end
and
TYPEWRITERS
Wednesday cf each
V i' it ing Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
month.
brothers are invit- platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchcangej
ed and welcome.
and
rented. Standard makes handled.
A',
T. BLAND
All repair work and typewriters guarExalted Ruler,
anteed.
Santa Fe TypewTiter ExP. M. A. I.I EN A U,
Phone 2.M YV.
change,
Secretary
P. O. E.
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merchant, and this is not one of his Current.
ads, has embarked in the indulgence
DASTARDLY ACT.
Santa
Te Camp
of his fancy raising chickens. HavAY.
.AI.
i:;,-.a
ing given so much publicity to his Don't think, dear reader, that, every
meets second Tuesformer business, and with such favor- one has that kindly "Peace on earth,
day each mouth, so
able results, he. doubtless had an eye good will to men" in their hearts, that
cial meeting third MECHANICAL
&
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER
to business when he took for a part- you have, and that you think is uniTuesday at Firener the greatest advertiser on earth
versal at Christ mat! time.
Power
Plant
Enijim:ering
man's Hail. VisitBiddv the hen. Portales Herald.
Listen Out. on east. 2nd street, yesNew Mixiru
welcome.
ing
neighbors
little
one's
pet
terday afternoon Home
A. fl WHITTIER. Consul.
to- DID CLEAN JOB.
dog was wearily trudging along
A. E. P. ROiUNSON, Clerk.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
AY. L .Taylor, of Roosevelt, was in ward
home, or trying to catch up
town Thursday evening and reported with his master. He no doubt thought
ODD FELLOWS,
that during an absence of himself and! he was in a land of human beings
ATTORNEYS AT LA W.
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
tOVP,i dugs and cats as well as
family, some sneak of a thief had
Santa Fe Lodge
tered his house and taken everything t1hidren. Suddenly a huge auto came
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
meets
reginanv
bed clothing, aj,in.r; its driver, a young man, saw!
of value,
including
City Attorney.
8 o'clocl
at
evening
every
Thursday
wearing and eatables, leaving no cluell(. lit t If dog in the road, put on a
City Hank Building,
Capital
brothHull.
Odd
in
Fellows
Visiting
as to his or her identity. -- House sm(ieu j,irsl of speed, guided 'his ma-- .
Rooms
ers always welcome.
News.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
chine over the dog and it crushed
Out its life, and as the whining little,
UNION OF AMERICA.
FRATERNAL
THINGS WILL BE DOING.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
fellow breathed his last in the duHl.
Lodge No. 2jti, nobis its regular
Attorney-at-Law- .
The citizens had a meeting Friday the driver laughed and chuckled at.
(
meeting on the first Thursday of each
Santa
Fe, Nuw Mexico.
evening to further consider the devel-:hl- s
ability to destroy somebody's pet.
m.
p.
hull
7:3"
at
at
Fireman's
month
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
opinent of the oil tieid. Over half the The needless pain inflicted, and the
Visiting brothers are invited and wel-- Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
money needed has been subscribed and wanton cruelty wore causes for mirth.
J. A. RABU F. M.
come.
no doubt it will be forthcoming at It was only a dog! Roswell News.
DAA'ID GONZALES. Secretary.
once. If we "strike ile" there will be
Chas. F. Easley, . Chas. R. Easley,
EASLEY & EASLEY.
CARELESS WORK.
something doing around this man's
F. W. FARMER
visi-- I
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
town, and don't you forget it. Tucum-car- i
an
unpleasant
.Monday morning
Homestead No."
News.
Practice in the Courts and Lefor
tor made its appearance in the home
2379, Brother Land
of 11. T. Jioyd, in the south part of:
Department.
hood of AmeriAUTO RIDE BROKEN ARM.
Land grants and titles examined
town, in the shape of a thirty calibre
Yoemen.
can
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Oflice, Estflii-cia- ,
Last Friday while enrouie to Ros- ' copper jacket bullet. The missile
Meets first Fri
N. M.
well in C. 10. Stocks' car, an accident came into the home from the soutli-- '
day o f t h e
Mrs. B. ('. west, coming in at the back porch
occurred which caused
month
at
the HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVK..
laud passing I'nvuigh two heavy doors, j
Cook to get her left arm broken.
Firemen's Hall.
TISE?
The party had reached a point It finally lodged in the stairway. A
H. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
Tell your story to
And behold, a woman in the city, which was a sinner, when she knew that Jesus sat at meat in the I'liari-- :
somewhere north of Dexter, and when short time after it struck Miss Bess.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
2,000,000 Readers 'or
attempting to give the road to a lioyd wulked through one of the doors. se,,s house, brought an alabaster box of ointment and stood at his feet behind him, weeping, and began to wash
Twelve Dollars.
teamster, the axle to the car broke, Had she been a few minutes sooner his feet with tears, and did wipe them with the hairs of her head, and kissed his feet, and anoitned them with
lil.r.or,.
Florida,
We will place your
advertise
precipitating Mrs. Cook to the ground she would have been seriously in- the ointment. Luke vii:;!7-:iX- .
Georgia, :!4,'i:;7.
A Progress jured.
ment in 25 leading newspapers' Sur.-da- y
with the above result.
South Carolina. 1,7(12.
man saw the lady today and she is
issue, for $12 per insertion. DePromiscuous shooting near town,
Prowood
hake
of
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oblivious
nicely.
with
along
getting
princess appeared utterly
scriptive circular FREE.
high power guns,
especially
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
gress.
the attention she was attracting, and TIME TABLE ALL
very dangerous and should not be a!
lowed. The average small boy with
AGENCY,
expressed the greatest surprise and
LOCAL TRAINS
THOSE LINCOLN CO. APPLES. ' his "22 short" usually does very little
New Mexico.
when respectfully requested
Taos,
chagrin
"
AValter L. Gumm Is this week deliv- harm, but when anyone grows care-- I
by the manager to desist from smokNew York, Dec. 20. All New
f
million dol- - mK jn public.
The following are the time table
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
ering a lot of specially ordered boxes less about the handling of guns like w ill have its Christmas tree this York;' tate three and
of the local railroads:
year. lars"was represented by actual cur-- i
of Lincoln county Johnathan apples
Dentist.
or :;o F. S., some steps should Those of the Hve million who
The princess flatly refused lo be
have no
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
to local customers that are as near be taken to stop the nuisance.
l
To make this huge pile of cash terviewed at 10:.'10 a. m. "You
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Kooms 1, 2 and 3.
So far the person who
fired the tree or hint of Christmas in their;
choose barbarously
the more impressive, it was left on ericans
perfect fruit as can be grown any-- :
Leave
Phone Red f.
where. He came in from the packing shot Into Mr. Boyd's house has .not homes, need only go to Madison deposit with Ktihn, Loeb & Company. hours," was the indignant message
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No.
Square Christmas eve. and there at and represents the largest cash de-- j she sent to the hopeful interviewer,
Oflice Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
camp, having suspended operations been located. Artesia .News.
one end of the park they will have,
10 east'oound.
And by Appointment.
until after the holidays. He is getting
of an individual on record. The "And I will not be annoyed at day westbound and No.
posit
for their delight the largest Christ-- '
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
$2.50 per box for the fruit he is delivbeen cleared up for more break by giving my views on any subWHY DON'T THEY TAKE IT.
estate
mas tree that the people of any city itum n has
it
looks
and
worth
He
$o.0n.
vwir. hut the huge single ac-- i Ject under the sun, no, not even on p. in.
ering
were frantic have had for their
Broom corn people
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
very own.
DR.
M. DIAZ,
still has quite a quantity to ship out that the
count that Mr. Heinheimer enjoyed cigarettes."
Quay county section which
The
connect
with No. 1 westbound and No.
is the gift of has
tree
high
to
the
Carrizozo News.
known
public.
become
a
could output
just
very desirable quality Mrs. J. B. Francis
'' eastbound.
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MOROCCO SURROUNDED.

San Francisco, I)ic. Jn. Wallace I.
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JEWELER
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as any other thing
A' uses as much
have all kinds,

Miss a. MUGLER

WATCHES

Safety's
he owns. We
in several makes, and Regular Patterns
i.at all prices. Give a useful gift this
Xmas. Get it

CLOCKS
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that a man

RAZOR is something
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at our store.

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.
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OF OUR HtitlDAY SHLE!

1912, is going down in history as a tribute to the
CHRISTMAS,
of American Men and Women. Gifts
this year, as never before, will be mostly of the practical sort.
This Store suggests at every turn what folks want most things they
would buy for themselves. If you want your gifts to be genuinely appreciated, come to this Store and learn what delightfully appropriate
--

4

things we have.
THE STORE
OF THE

Give her the cloth for a New
Dress, Waist, Suit or Skirt.
This is the Logical Place
TO BUY DRESS GOODS.

CHRISTMAS

SPIRIT!
WJV

AECEDIMr

Wt AKt Urr tKlnlj

.

.
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.

SPIRIT!

...prr.
bUlli

NriVAJO BLANKET

rsProp,,er.a! $2.50 to $6.00

made out of the REAL NATIVE WOOL,
and not factory made. We have
a large assortment.

qCT Everything in our store is marked at Sale Prices.
If Children like to see the real live SArN l a ilalo, icl mciu

wumc

r

WHV NOT GIUE HER

GIUE HER A

She will surely like the new Waist
you get her here, but if she should not

happen to she may exchange it after
Christmas. We are showirg some

CHRISTMAS

1p H are
Uo. Caocnn'c
W
.m i rt i nrnnr'TinM
0 Mncf Pn nttlnr stv
Al
ADIU KCUUUIUH. mmry
still here, and you can get a Coat or a Suit at Big Sacrifice.

ALL OUR COAlb AINU

GIUE HER A WAIST

THE STORE
OF THE

w wui

Back Combs,
Hand Bags,

HatPins

.......
...

Handkerchiefs,
Silk Handkerchiefs, .

. .
. .

20c to $2.00
65c to 3.50
10c to 1.50
.35
10c to
25c to 1.50

(

GIUE HER ANY OF THESE
10c to $2.00
Hosiery,

Fancy Pins,
Fancy Pins
Ribbons, (per yd)
Neckwear,

...

5c to
25c to

.

10c to
10c to

.25
1.50
1.00
1.40

NATHAN SALMON.
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